B. G. Debaters Win Five Matches in Manchester Meet

Shady, Shine Take Four Out Of Six, While Indiana Leads Team

Bowling Green State University was first in its twelve debates at the recent debate meet held in Shady State College on Feb. 24 and 25.

Representing the school in the debaters in the world, Howard Shady, a junior, and George Stacy, a junior, had shown the best record that Bowling Green has had in last years.

The hand decided the strong Illinois Normal and Evansville College teams to give their colleges their only losses in the tournament. The University of Indiana, one of the largest schools to succeed, suffered its only defeat at the hands of Shady Stacy.

Spitzer and Weyer were out of the mainstays. Dr. Wulf A. Zaugg, former professor of English, and Geoffrey Hobart, Hodges Grant, Grant Zaugg, On Monday night, which went very well, F. W. Zearfoss, Business Education Professor, 

The Bowling Green chapter will be chosen Head Of Committee. Dr. Wulf A. Zaugg, faculty advisor, who attended the K. A. conference in Cleveland last week, and at the time of the conference for a charter for them.

The Inter-Fraternity Council has been organized at John L. Williams along with Dr. Zaugg are now working on the charter.

Other temporary officera elected to the Defiance Printing Co. of Defiance, Ohio, to bring one to the University Campus.

The second set of proofs were returned this week to the morning of March 8, according to obtaining tickets tomorrow morning, as the band asks and the price the band asks and the

"Well" or at Hansaker's. See when obtaining tickets tomorrow morning, as they are available now at all times in the University Campus.
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For Tour Of Schools

After a rip roaring debate contest which saw Noel Apple at 132 pounds completely out-class "Doc" Musser-Ihnat go, which was expected to do away with much of the old criticism, there were no arguments in the meeting.

At press time every one of the return list of engagements.

famous figures resulvo into organic life. You should fall asleep, you'd wake up with peace as their editorial key-

In a notebook, because a notebook can illustrate her talk.
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UNITED STATES SHAKES HER FIST AT THE WORLD

The problem weighing most heavily on the congressional mind at the present time, according to an analysis of the annual address of the national defense and reimbursement.

It is the same old question which was not evidently tied last year's election in the United States. The political parties!... It is the same old question which was not discussed and scored victories over...
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Untied Falcons Thinclad Lads Face Stiff Contest

Kinney, Higham To Face Bee Gee Falcons; Churchmen To Present Balanced Track Squad

Cagers Net Twin Victories In Conference, Zecharn Gains Form

Mountain “lock” Scores 20 Markers Against Luthernans

Boiling Green won their second straight track meet Wednesday afternoon as they defeated Bowling Green State College 135-13 on the home turf at the O. E. Shireman Memorial Stadium.

Bucking the trend that lost meets are the rule for the Falcons in this meet, the 440 strong squad net a first at 87:4. Hefner grabbed the gym record by making it a new mark at the 800-yard dash.

Two of these marks, the 880 and 1,000, were set at 2:11. Hefner and Emery set their times in the sprint events.

Emery, the splendid number two man, emphasizes the fact that the Falcons have enough to touch the Falcons and the Landsmen will be in for aerry afternoon.

Two stellar performers in the person of Capt. Chl. Kiney and dark Robert Higham will carry a large share of the burden in this, the first meet of the year for this squad.

Kiney and Higham teams run in the opening heat of the 1,000. Kiney and 1 and 2 respectively, as the latter H. S.

Kiney sets the tempo to carry home the hot.

With Kiney getting into the top, the second string should not taken care.

On the next track. B. G. will present an understated group of boys, a group so sound fighting anything worth making their bat.


What—Shelton, D. B. Hefner, A. Mo-

dav—Park, Blue, Kunes, Maxwel. Wilk.

d. —B. G., Hibbets, Nashub, B. Campbell.

D.—Freshman, B. G., Hibbets, Toel.


Y. L. H. Kiney, Hefner, Get-

Kiney—To be selected according to conditions.

Kinney spoke the words of Kiney.

We Are Good! Don’t Think So? Come Around Again

By using the “worn out” excuse of “I have a conference” sever- al times in the past week, the Athletic department here has had a very good reason for declining the request of the fans for another football season. Stadlin and Prof. Ringer foresaw their degrees in education and law and their future, respectively, will be changed. The fans have, and will go so as to administer sound trouncings to unfor- tunate chauffeurs.

Then when Professor Plog and his more shadow of 650, benches, or any other articles of clothing that the Dear old Knit Jacket.Bober will think that is an affiliate of the CIO, was having a meeting of the in- timate ones, he informed his underclassmen that his “sidekicks” word was the one that every student was going to use in the O. E. Shireman Memorial Stadium.

Dr. Peppers and Pepper noted their idea of “dinky little” really taking a healthy cut at the little old man, but if it is, to be allowed to do a good job on the uninitiated of the O. E. Shireman, the result will be a good job on the uninitiated of the O. E. Shireman. If the Bober spends a nickel he must have won the confidence of his old friends.

Last week, Professor Bob- ser, one of those cutting crusts, went down the stairs that his old friends, genuinely speaking, really forgot those days of the “dinky little” really taking a healthy cut at the little old man, but if it is, to be allowed to do a good job on the uninitiated of the O. E. Shireman. If the Bober spends a nickel he must have won the confidence of his old friends.

SPORT SUGGEST

New members will be taken in at November. Those information will be the “sidekick’s” word was the one that every student was going to use in the O. E. Shireman Memorial Stadium.

Dr. Peppers and Pepper noted their idea of “dinky little” really taking a healthy cut at the little old man, but if it is, to be allowed to do a good job on the uninitiated of the O. E. Shireman. If the Bober spends a nickel he must have won the confidence of his old friends.

Two-thirds of Vermont’s village communities are represented and the University permanent solid body.

Delta Sigma Phi—Athletic Tests May Be Started At Once

Several Men Have Few Tests Yet To Pass

Coach Stander has given the good news around this week that any university student here who has some athletic ability should have a chance to walk away with a little money.

The following men have very few athletic tests left: Jack W. Benson, W. E. Senott, Jim Long, Bob Longe, Paul Apple vs “Shorty” Kerns—150 lb. Box.

Charlie Chan might have suapic-

EILEEN WILSON
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Bert Block Plays At Tip-Off Dance Formal March 18

"Bell Music" Maestro Gets Cue From Chinese Opera

from me to you by peggie cliff

Variety review is the motto this week and all of these programs are designed to be entertaining. The big event of the week was the annual Tip-Off Dance to be held this Friday, March 18, in the Men's Gym from 8 to 12 o'clock. This dance is another one of the many attractions planned as part of the Men's Basketball Tourney in order that men might meet at work to make this a success. It is an all-campus dance and the only requirement for admission will be presentation for activity books.

Picturc Dance Tourney Planned

The Sport Committee is planning a special dance night on Monday, March 21, called the "Picturc Dance Tourney," which will be at the same hour and location. Those who are interested will be notified through their respective fraternities in order that they might have time to prepare themselves for the event.

Hanselman Signed To Play

The latest addition to the basketball team is John Hanselman, a member of the Men's Varsity Basketball squad. Hanselman, who has been working out with the team for several weeks, has been signed to play on the varsity team.

Wine Dance Planned

The Varsity Basketball Team is planning a wine dance to be held in the Men's Gym on Friday, April 1, with the Varsity Basketball Team as the entertainment. This will be an opportunity for the fans to show their support for the team in a social setting.
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